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A Lender With Perspective
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Conterra Ag Capital
		





		










Conterra provides farm & ranch real estate secured loans to ag producers across the United States. Our regional relationship managers are strategically located across the country to work directly with our borrowers. Whether it is long-term fixed rates, development or alternative financing, we provide flexible and creative lending options for operations through even the toughest agriculture cycles. 

Conterra understands agriculture and is here to support rural America with diverse financial solutions and lending products that can adapt to the needs of today’s producers. We are a lender with perspective, working with borrowers to provide financial solutions for whatever is on the horizon.
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Farm & Ranch Loans
		
















Conterra offers a wide range of farm and ranch loan products designed to meet the needs of today’s farmers, ranchers and agribusiness professionals.
						











Alternative Lending
		
















Conterra understands that not all borrowers look the same. We offer alternative ag lending solutions for farmers and ranchers who do not  meet traditional financing standards.
						











Development Loans
		
















We offer farm development loans for producers looking to expand their current operation or looking to diversify production.
						

















































Operating Loans
		
















The Conterra Operating Loan Program is designed to provide Operating Lines of Credit (LOCs) to farmers who farm federally insured crops. 
						











Agribusiness Loans
		
















Conterra provides loans to agribusiness facilities and leases on new or pre-owned production equipment. Loans can assist with new construction or improvements on existing facilities. 
						











Revolving Lines
		
















A Revolving Line of Credit (RLOC) allows borrowers to take advantage of lower interest rates as long-term fixed rates continue to rise. Funds from this real estate secured, short-term variable rate product can be utilized however you choose.
						























Find an ag lender in your area
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Southern Region
Find Your Ag Lender
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Western Region
Find Your Ag Lender
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Midwest
Find Your Ag Lender
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Northwest Region
Find Your Ag Lender
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Southwest Region
Find a Relationship Manager in the Southwest Region
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Great Plains Region
Find an Ag Lender in the Great Plains Region
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Southeast Region
Conterra Ag Lender in the Southeast Region
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Eastern Cornbelt
Conterra Ag Lender in the Eastern Cornbelt
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Delta Region
Conterra Ag Lender in the Delta Region







View More




		









































“Agriculture is our wisest pursuit, because it will in the end contribute most to real wealth, good morals and happiness” 
-Thomas Jefferson












		



























Apply Now: Get A Fast Approval
		




















We have a many loan products including our Rapid Application which is a credit scorecard based model designed to deliver quick underwriting decisions with a simplified application process.
						








Apply Now
















			


						
Farm and Ranch term Loans


	


						
Fixed, Variable and Adjustable Rate Products


	


						
Conterra Ag Premier: Credit Score Quick Approval Process


	


						
Real Estate Secured Revolving Line of Credit


	


						
Development Loans for permanent Crops


	


						
Operating Loans


	


						
Crop Insurance








































I think Conterra understands agriculture better than anyone I have ever dealt with. Most lending institutions are all finance, but Conterra came and looked at the operation and saw we were doing the best  we could under the circumstances."
-Conterra Borrower 











		
















Farming America Blog
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EMPOWER YOUR FARM’S FUTURE WITH SUCCESSION PLANNING			




March 29, 2024		

No Comments		



As an ag lender, Conterra’s mission extends beyond simply providing loans to farmers; we are dedicated to building bridges of support and guidance for our clients, especially when it comes to financial succession planning. We understand the significance of securing a farm’s future and ensuring a seamless transition to the next generation.




Read More »		
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UNDERSTANDING THE AG LENDING PULLBACK: WHAT FARMERS MUST KNOW			




March 26, 2024		

No Comments		



When navigating the changing landscape of ag lending, it’s important to stay informed about the latest trends and developments impacting our industry. Farmers and ranchers rely heavily on financial institutions for capital infusion, and understanding the shifts occurring within the lending sector is critical for operational efficiency. 




Read More »		
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BENEFICIAL PLANTING SEASON ADVICE FROM A LENDING EXPERT			




March 6, 2024		

No Comments		



As planting season approaches with the promise of growth, it’s essential for farmers to not only focus on crops but also to strategically assess their financial standing. 




Read More »		
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Bitcoin, Farming, and the Pursuit of Freedom			




March 4, 2024		

No Comments		



As we plow forward to a future of AI and globalization, the concepts of self-sovereignty and freedom have never been more crucial to bring to




Read More »		
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THE POWER OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS: IMPROVED AG OPERATION EFFICIENCY			




February 28, 2024		

No Comments		



Agriculture is subject to cyclical changes in a variety of financial factors such as markets, land values, and input costs. Regular financial statement reviews enable farmers to adapt their strategies in response to changing conditions, identifying areas for improvement, enhancing overall operational efficiency.




Read More »		
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ONE SIZE DOESN’T FIT ALL: NAVIGATING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS IN AGRICULTURE			




February 28, 2024		

No Comments		



Different types of farming operations, whether focused on crops, livestock, or a combination, have specific considerations in financial statement analysis. Understanding the intricacies is important for farmers and financial experts alike, as it forms the foundation for a nuanced and effective approach to financial statement analysis. 




Read More »		
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Newsletter Sign Up
		
















Sign Up to Learn MOre about Conterra and other Agribusiness News
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